The charm of gentle blossoms tied up in fragrant floral bouquets and leisurely wanderings by a sunny seaside retreat.

A garden bower, an arched trellis, and bright images of windswept cottage vistas. Find your own enchantment and tranquil sanctuary in this beautiful collection of fresh inviting wallpapers. Casabella, the beautiful house.
RHODODENDRON BORDER

Just as a special accessory can make a fashionable outfit, an appropriate border can complete the look of a room. Seven inches deep, featuring large colorful rhododendrons with leaves plus a twisted rope motif that defines the lower edge, this border is destined to complement Rhododendron Floral, Moroccan Trellis or Surface Stria. Five available palettes include a combination of pearl white, lavender, coral, and various green hues.

COLUMBUS

A small scale irregular grid adds textural interest to a quietly neutral design. Wavering quarter inch squares in raised matte ink create a geometric web atop a luminous field. This wallcovering is a chameleon; adaptable to most any era and virtually every mode of décor. The singular colorway is an off white pattern over a pearlescent beige base.

RHODODENDRON FLORAL

This pleasing floral wallcovering features an artist’s concept of a variety of abundant rhododendrons. The five inch blossoms and large leaves are presented in raised inks on an open field. The stunning result is a lush garden look tempered by open spaces. There are six intriguing color combinations including midnight blue with white, mango, red and green. Coordinating papers include a beautiful deep Rhododendron Border and a classic Moroccan Trellis.
ROSE STRIPE

Strikingly impressive, this rose stripe wallcovering is a dream come true. The primary design, nearly a foot in width, features long stemmed roses eighteen inches in height. These oversized stripes are separated by contrasting solid ones about five inches wide. Each of the four color palettes is breathtaking; an example has creams, pinks, lilac, and various green hues. Partner with Mini Rose Toss or Floral Trail for a custom combination.

MINI ROSE TOSS

A shower of pretty posies graces this small scale wallcovering. Flower buds, open blossoms, and miniature bouquets tumble down the open field and present a delightful contrast to the solid color. Use this Lilliputian pattern with oversized pattern Rose Stripe or narrow Pinstripe for an imaginative mix of proportion in compatible colors; among them lavenders, pinks, white, and various green hues.

SURFACE STRIA

Star of the show or supporting role, this vertical stripe is a wallcovering with enduring quality. The narrow stria, no wider than a calligrapher’s brush stroke, is slightly raised and gently glowing for definition. The half dozen tonal combinations tend toward neutral and mix and match with Rhododendron Floral, Rose Stripe, or Document Floral. Select from white, pale yellow and warm silver or silver, blush pink, and warm taupe among others.
ROSE SCROLL BORDER

Bordering on spectacular! Pun intended! This 10 inch deep rose scroll border with the realistic raised blooms and graceful scrolling lines is a grand exclamation point to a decorating project. Potential companion papers include Floral Trail and 5 “Stripe and Leaves Sidewall. The six palettes include cloud grey, bright pink, raspberry, white, browns, and various green hues.

FLORAL TRAIL

A beautiful depiction of a floral thicket, this wallcovering is a colorful tangle of branches, blossoms, and leaves. The overall scale is modest, but the raised foliage rambles all over the background creating a romantic wildwood theme. Six rich color combinations include pearl, peach, papaya, coral, maroon, white and a variety of green hues. Its compatriots include the fine Pinstripe and larger scale Rose Stripe.

FLORAL PANEL

The beauty and formality of a European salon is suggested by this classic wallcovering. A series of framed floral panels are separated by vertical scrolling stripes. Raised inks create the grand look of luxurious hand painted walls in glorious pigments. There are five available choices from soft pastels to the dramatic midnight sky with off white, tan, cerise, caramel, and medium green. Compatible designs are 5” Stripe and Raw Silk Slub.
ORGANIC SLUB TEXTURE

The metallic gleam of pewter is softened with the raised dots and dashes of horizontal slubs in neutral shades of grey and beige. The subtle radiance of the smooth field makes this wallcovering quietly attractive for the space where texture is desired. The single palette is an ideal partner for Rhododendron Floral and Rhododendron Border in stone taupe.
LEAVES SIDEWALL

Fresh and pretty, early spring branches display their tender leaves against a solid ground. Simplicity reigns here; with open space and refreshing shades of color this wallcovering suggests a vine covered wall in a secluded courtyard. Three palettes including green hues from sprout to meadow to moss against a concrete grey. Use with Document Floral, Moroccan Trellis or Floral Trail.

MOROCCAN TRELLIS

The classic motif of Moroccan trellis is adaptable to virtually any décor and lends itself to a partnership with many other designs. This wallcovering has a medium scale raised pattern at 5 inches by three and the open Moorish screen concept is available in five attractive palettes including a cool version with rich cream, Wedgwood blue, and grey blue or a warm one with cream, buttercup, and golden yellow. Combine it with Rhododendron Floral and Rhododendron Border for a traditional garden look.

DOCUMENT FLORAL

Gigantic flowers spring to life on this marvelous document floral. Inspired by textile, interpreted on wallcovering…just stand back and admire the beautiful and the bold. More than two feet in size, bright bunches of flowers are vibrant upon a solid ground in four spectacular colorways including bright cerise, white, aqua, robin’s egg, dark brown and various green hues. Partner with Raw Silk Slub.
LINEN SLUB

Easy on the eyes, neutral in color, organic in nature. Viewing this wallcovering is akin to standing on the shore looking out to sea on a foggy morn before the sun burns the mist away. The colors are soft foggy beige with bits of grey and horizontal slubs in pale water blue. You may mix and match with Floral Panel or Rhododendron Floral in aqua blue.

TROPICAL FLORAL

This cheerful wallcovering with an Asian aura is an excellent selection for the traditional home bringing color, design, classicism, and nature together in an exquisite raised design. Tropical birds, bright as exotic flowers, roost among the day lilies and morning glories. The open field adds an appropriate contrast making the pattern beautifully prominent. There are six vivid versions such as cloud grey, Caribe blue, bright pink, and yellow/green. Use with Moroccan Trellis or Raw Silk Slub.

PINSTRIPE

There are a few tried and true patterns that can fit into most any décor and bring a crisp counterpoint to a more florid design. This simple stripe is a prime example ranging from pencil thin to two inches wide and prettily done in color combinations like white, palest aqua, asparagus green and Wedgwood blue. Mix and match this wallcovering in five diverse color ways with Tropical Floral or Floral Trail.
INTRICATE DAMASK

Every bit as lovely as hand loomed lace, this dainty damask wallcovering features an ogee pattern with medallions just four inches tall. The intricacy of the design is as fine as a fairy tale wedding cake; the solid field embellished with a raised motif like artistically piped icing. The colors are delicate, too, including shell pink with rich cream or Wedgwood blue with white. It is a lovely match with Blossom Trail or in proximity to Moroccan Trellis.
NEOCLASSIC SHELLS

This divine design recalls the artistic influence surrounding the Mediterranean Sea since the glorious days of ancient Greece and Rome. The neoclassic wallcovering incorporates a variety of seashells, delicate coral, scrolling acanthus leaves, frames, and urns in a timeless composition. The pleasing color combinations include bright sunshine yellow with white plus coral, cream, and beige and three more. Use in tandem with Surface Stria or Moroccan Trellis.

BLOSSOM TRAIL

Cheery cherry blossoms bloom in improbable colors creating a fanciful delight. This wallcovering, with a solid field, is open and airy and exudes a happy and upbeat mood. The slightly larger than life blossoms are printed in raised inks for prominence and there are six colorful selections such as French vanilla, blush pink, bright pink, white, pale yellow, and various green hues. Lovely with Moroccan trellis or Raw Silk Slub.

ELEGANT DAMASK

Aptly named, Elegant Damask has the refined beauty of a rare textile with an overlay of lacy heart medallions printed in raised ink on a softly luminous field. Fit for a Royal, the romantic femininity makes it perfection for a ladies boudoir and bath in a confectionary pink colorway. Four additional luscious hues including ice blue and cream can be coupled with Pinstripe, Neoclassic Shells or Surface Stria for a lovely effect.